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The New Pergola on the New Patio

Well done Roy and Paul, an excellent job !

  
  
  

 Jenny & David 2022 Captains



50 + Club Oct.21

Roy Dale                    No.138 £25.00

Winnie Everett           No. 34 £20.00

Lesley Webster           No. 30 £15.00

                   The Big One                                                

50 + Club Nov. 21

Tony O'Connell      No. 11. £20.00

Mark Alwin          No.  146 £30.00

Tony Gough          No.  115 £40.00

Arlette Childs       No.   142 £50.00

Chris Thomas        No.   43 £70.00

Peter Childs          No.   141 £100.00

The Chairman's Special Award    report by  Keith J.

This award  is presented to a member who in the opinion 
of the current Chairman has contributed greatly to the 
club during the past year. This year's recipient is Stewart 
Hall . Stewart is the first to receive it for a second time. 
Bob Mitchell was chairman who presented the award to 
Stewart in 2016.

I initiated the award some twenty years ago,sadly we 
have no record of previous winners except my memory. For several years 
the award laid dormant as some past chairman seem to be unaware of the 
award  and it was not awarded. Previous holders include Bernard Tyrrell 
(first holder) Jean Bennett, John & Pat Avis, Roy Dale, Dick Goodman & 
Linda Witcher.



Ben's Painting Exhibition

As you probably know, Ben passed away in August 2020, right in the middle of 
the Covid pandemic. Because of that we 
were only able to have a very small funeral 
and wake limited to 30 people. I felt that 
this was a poor tribute to a very special 
man, and knowing that I had several of 
Ben's paintings and artwork stored away, I 
felt that an exhibition would be a way of 
celebrating him.

So, on Saturday 13th November the 
exhibition took place in the clubhouse, 
with help of many friends we set the clubhouse up looking as much like an art 
exhibition as possible. I was delighted with result it was a lovely bright space, 
thanks to our wonderful clubhouse. 

The day dawned bright and sunny and many people arrived to view and make 
generous donations both for the pictures and 
the delicious cakes, kindly provided by 
several people.

In the morning we were delighted at the 
number of people who attended and for a 
few hours all the tables and chairs were 
taken up and folk enjoyed meeting up with 
friends, with a coffee and cake.

Around lunchtime Simon and Sam Nixon and 
Simon Anckorn joined us, and delighted us with their wonderful performance 
of singing and playing, making the ambience even more enjoyable.

As the afternoon progressed I was lucky that some of my family arrived and 
were there to help with the clearing up, the old adage, “Many hands make 
light work” could not have been more 
appropriate, as we soon had it all cleared away 
and back home.I am delighted to report that we 
raised £1300 and £1000 will go to the 
Alzheimer's Society and £300 will go to Bowls 
club funds.

As I have said before huge thanks to everyone 
who helped, provided cakes and attended, it was 
a wonderful day and a great tribute to Ben.

Thank you.

Barbara Awcock 


